I. The purpose of this note is to give a precise definition of the operator of integration t~n= Jy (1) w for an exterior differential form so on an analytic complex subvariety W. The problem arises because an analytic complex subvariety in a domain D of Cn (or, more briefly, an analytic set in D) is not, in general, a manifold. We give (a) an existence theorem for t(p) and (b) 
I. The purpose of this note is to give a precise definition of the operator of integration t~n= Jy (1) w for an exterior differential form so on an analytic complex subvariety W. The problem arises because an analytic complex subvariety in a domain D of Cn (or, more briefly, an analytic set in D) is not, in general, a manifold. We give (a) an existence theorem for t(p) and (b) a proof that t is a closed current in D, that is, t(4b) = 0 for the forms 41 with compact support, which are homologous to zero in D. In (a) the bracket denotes the positive current relative to the plurisubharmonic function log IfI. On the other hand, (b) is available only for forms so whose support K(<p) contains only ordinary points of W; in (b) the positive current 01 of degree zero (measure density) is given by an analytic locally one-to-one mapping Z = F(z) of W on a complex subspace.
We consider now an analytic set WP of complex dimension p irreducible in D and denote by W0P the connected manifold of the ordinary points of WP, and we put E1 = WP -WoP. The definition of the current t(p) (the integral of so on WP) will be given in three steps: (1) Definition of the positive current to(sO) = fwAP so on so with support K(<o) c D -E1. (2) Majorization of the norm of to in a neighborhood of M e WP, for instance in a sphere B(M, r). (3) Solving of a continuation problem for to defined in D -E1, to obtain t defined in D.
1. If M E Wop, to is obviously defined by an analytic mapping of WP n (UM) in a complex subspace.
2. We use the following result, which is a consequence of Theorem 1 and Remark A: THEOREM 6. If W is an analytic set in D, of complex dimension p in every Me W. and D1 c c D is a compact domain in D, there exists a constant X(Di) > 0 such that the norm to| of the current to in the spheres B(M, r) c D1 satisfies I to r< X(Dl)r2p.
V. Continuation of a Closed Current.-Given a current t in a domain D -E, where D c Rm(xi, . x.. Xm) and E is the subspace xi = ..'. = s = 0, a necessary condition that t be continuable to the forms (o with support K(so) c D is the VOL. 43, 1957 convergence of E t A aijp, K(ai) c D -E, where ai is a partition of unity in D -E. We give now conditions that a closed current t have a continuation 7 by a closed current. We denote by a7(x,, . . ., a,) a kernel (Cm), with 0 < car < 1; ar = 1 in a neighborhood Or of the origin coo (xi = ... = X, = 0); ar has a compact support Kr; Or c Kr c cirt/ and cor tends to co when r -O 0. We put 0 = t-ty and suppose that t is homogeneous of degree k.
THEOREM 7 Thus T is a current with support in E and is homologous to zero; the limit is independent of the sequence ar; we have dO = T} 7 = t + 0. If = 0, we choose 0 = 0, and we say that 7 is the simple extension of t. If t exists, t is continuous of 
